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A 114 sqm apartment located in a pre-war Warsaw townhouse belongs to a Spanish 
developer. The existing interior layout was changed a bit, but the same functional layout 
was left: living room, dining room, closed kitchen, two bedrooms, two bathrooms and two 
utility rooms. The living area was created by opening up and combining into a common 
space the entrance hall, living room and dining room. - We wanted the architectural 
background of the 1920s tenement house to be visible, but at the same time we intended 
to avoid styling going for a classic interior, explains designer Paulina Margasinska. - That's
why we introduced elements seemingly alien to the classics into the arrangement, such as 
the blue kitchen or the metal net on the kitchen wall or the perforated steel radiator covers 
in the living room. The most important theme of this apartment, however, is the soothing 
color scheme and choice of finishing materials. The interior has a lot of natural light, which 
is softly layered over muted dark colors. The effect of a relaxing atmosphere was achieved
by choosing a cocoa color for the walls and ceilings. The walls are finished with textured 
plaster, which softens the light. 

The living room houses two zones - a lounge and a dining area. Large navy blue sofas and
coffee tables form a lounge center that can be walked around. A table with spun corners 
and upholstered chairs stood next to it. It is accented by an unusual lamp made of brass. 
The wall by the table with a motif of golden waves plays a decorative role. The kitchen is 
separated from the rest of the apartment by a glass door in steel frames. The matte blue 
color of the furniture is contrasted with brown and beige elements, such as wall and floor 
tiles. A grey quartz conglomerate was chosen for the countertops. In the bedroom, yellow 
motifs from the patterned wallpaper behind the bed headboard are a colorful, enlivening 
addition. Attention is drawn to the color cut-off at a height of 115 cm, also continued in the 
bathroom design. A glazing was made in the wall between the bedroom and the adjacent 
bathroom. The bathroom has thus gained additional natural light. 

The harmony of colors, patterns and divisions used on various finishing materials, as well 
as varied elements and details made of contemporary raw materials co-create the concept
of an interior that is cozy, but at the same time devoid of routine and boredom. 


